LUNARGLO

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND WARRANTY
First and Foremost, your LUNARGLO SOLAR LIGHT must have sunlight to perform
properly. The solar cell has the ability to completely charge the lithium-ion battery in as
little as 12 hours, depending on how directly the unit faces the sun. This battery, when
fully charged can give approximately 80 hours of continuous light. The internal controller
will turn the system on at dusk and turn it off when the solar cell recognizes the first rays
of the morning sun. The unit is self contained and self controlled so there are no switches
to bother with.
When installing the units we suggest that you consider having units mounted level on the
top of the portable toilet roof. Mounting the LUNARGLO SOLAR LIGHT is quite
simple. Using a 1-5/8” hole saw, simply drill through the roof of the portable toilet.
Remove the locking nut from the bottom of the light unit and insert the unit through the
previously drilled hole. Be sure that the O ring is fully seated prior to inserting the light
unit on the roof. From inside the portable toilet, simply thread on the locking nut and
tighten by hand until the unit is sealed to the roof and your done!
SPECIAL NOTE: If your roof has ridges that extend UP from the surface of the roof,
please use the template on the back side of these instructions as a guide to insure that the
unit will properly seal to the roof surface.
If your LUNARGLO SOLAR LIGHT fails to work properly because of a defect in
materials or workmanship, LUNARGLO will for a period of 12 months repair or replace
the unit at our cost. If your LUNARGLO SOLAR LIGHT fails due to abuse, we will
replace or repair the unit for a fee based on the amount of damage done. That fee will be
determined after we have inspected the damaged unit at our facility. To return your unit
for service or warranty work, notify us by phone or email and we will forward a container
properly addressed along with a soft plug to fill the small mounting hole while your unit
is being repaired or replaced.
Your LUNARGLO SOLAR LIGHT will need charged after shipping. The controller will
have shut the unit off due to a low battery signal. As soon as you install this
LUNARGLO SOLAR LIGHT, the charging system will begin storing power and your
unit will function as designed.
For added security, place a couple of drops of 3M-PR600 on the top threads when
installing. This will prevent loss from vandals.
You can leave your LUNARGLO SOLAR LIGHT attached year around. Charging
periods are somewhat extended below 10 degrees
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